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Best Practice – I 

Million Dollar Idea Factory (MDIF Club) 

 
Best Practice  

 

Title of the Practice: Million Dollar Idea Factory Club 

 

Objectives of the Practice: “Million Dollar Idea Factory” has been constituted to encourage 

students to innovate new ideas and projects, and to have their own start-up companies. Any 

student (or group of students) who has any new idea or project, and wishes to develop it as a 

business model may join this club. This practice is helpful in preparing new entrepreneurs and 

make the path for the creation of a better society. 

 

The Objectives of MDIF Club are to: 

 

 To Promote First Generation Businessman and Industrialists 

 To Create Awareness about Availability of Resources 

 To Encourage Self Employment Tendencies 

 To Provide Knowledge about Government Plans and Programmes 

 To Provide Training to Operate Business 

 To Create Awareness about Marketing 

 To give financial and other required supports. 

 

The Context:  
 

Entrepreneurship education has emerged out as a demanding subject to be mastered by young 

students. With each passing day, as the jobs are getting limited owing to numerous reasons such 

as technological advancements and population growth, entrepreneurship option can be seen as a 

significant career option among the current generation. Contributing significantly to economic 

growth, entrepreneurship also generates numerous job perspectives. As a result of which, it has 

always been encouraged by intellectuals to motivate the young mind to start a business of their 

own. To make the students aware of the possible benefits of being an entrepreneur, a basic 

entrepreneurship program should be incorporated in the regular curriculum as a mandatory 

subject. This initiative will not only boost the interest of the students to go for personal business 

meanwhile ditching the traditional 9 to 5 jobs. This basic education will not only help them 

embracing any upcoming opportunities to be successful entrepreneurs but also tackle the 

adversities successfully in the future. 

 



The Practice:  
 

In the volatile and dynamic market, new technologies are advancing in each passing day and the 

current generation is progressing towards a future without any certainty. They might take years 

to master a particular trade or skill but with time it might disappear from the market resulting in 

havoc in student‟s careers. By learning about entrepreneurship, one door will always be open 

for venturing into, if the things do not turn out as expected. Our world is changing rapidly and 

we are voyaging steadily towards a generation equipped with more technical knowledge and 

advancement. The future belongs to the innovators and leaders. Our education system needs to 

adapt accordingly. Basic entrepreneurship programs will emerge as a path-breaker and trend-

setter proving quite a beneficial initiative for future generations. Steps involved in the practice: 

 

Step 1: The students from various departments are informed to present their preliminary 

business ideas with its relevance ,mission and objectives for first round of presentation. 

 

Step 2: Jury members from different background and expertise are called to raise queries and 

give valuable input for another round of presentation. Faculty Mentors are being associated for 

continuous help in framing project details.  

 

Step 3:Under second round, selected teams are expected to give complete details about their 

selected business project from feasibility to expected blue print which then being critically 

analyzed by expert jury members and projects is being selected accordingly. 

 

Step 4: Timely presentations meetings with selected teams and experts are organized to look 

after the progress of the projects. 

 

Steps 5: All forms of resources being provided by the college for successful implementation of 

projects. 

 

Evidence of Success:  

 

Shaping out entrepreneurial side of a student in his early learning stage is always a crucial task 

but today‟s youth has proved it wrong by diversifying their learning skills and developing the 

multi-engaging mindset. There are various business projects which has been seeded in MDIF 

are becoming a strong tree like Sewacity, zero search engine, voidout, udaan, kidsify ,and etc. 

Sewacity has started their working at the time of pandemic in various areas of Bihar. 

 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required:  

 

While such initiatives remain advantageous for the students but certain constraints that are 

encountered while conducting such sessions are as follows: 

1. To secure free time from academic practices for smooth conduct of such kind of activities. 

2. To continuously engage students for speedy implementation and progress of the project. 

 

 



Best Practice – II 

Knowledge Sharing Sessions 
 

Best Practice  

 

Title of the Practice: Knowledge Sharing Sessions 

 

The faculties of an institution are the backbone, who may lead an organization towards the 

direction of success. The faculties from various departments, when share their knowledge 

among themselves, can lead to a better academic atmosphere. Such an atmosphere allows for 

the academicians to gain knowledge in the spheres that they are not known to. Such a 

multidisciplinary approach can help to create a prosperous atmosphere in institutions of higher 

education.    

 

The Objectives of Knowledge Sharing Sessions are to: 

 

 To bring out an awareness among the faculty about the contemporary trends in other 

areas of study. 

 To get adapted to new technological trends in the inter-disciplinary research. 

 To promote an atmosphere of understanding among the faculties of various departments, so 

that it may lead to team development. 

 To develop an interaction among the faculties.  

 

 

The Context:  
 

The contemporary scenario is not the one, where an academician can be competitive in the 

field, unless he/she gains some understanding in other fields too. The convergence of domains 

and the research practices with advance knowledge of the various fields are must to succeed in 

a particular field. Such a practice offers the way to gain an understanding of the untouched 

topics.    

 

 

The Practice:  
 

The main purpose of „Knowledge Sharing Session‟ practice is to gain an understanding of the 

unknown fields, stay updated on the new developments and prepare the academicians to meet 

the requirements for their growth and to enhance their stature on professional fronts. The 

various steps of the practice are as under: 

 

Step 1: The faculties from various departments are informed about their presentations for 

these sessions on alternative Saturdays, when the institution is working. 

 

Step 2:  A meeting is conducted with the concerned faculty to decide the topic as per the 

faculty‟s expertise. 



 

Step 3: The faculty prepares the presentation keeping in mind the needs of the academicians. 

 

Step 4: The session is conducted and an ample time is given to interactive session, so that the 

faculties may gain clarity on the respective topic. 

 

Evidence of Success:  

 

Faculty members with all types of capabilities always act as an asset for any organization. The 

topics of the session such as Corporate Social Responsibility, Consumer Rights, Personal 

Branding, Media Literacy etc are some of the key topics, on which the faculty is empowered 

with the tool of knowledge. A detailed presentation on such kind of topics acts as the main 

ingredient to enhance the knowledge, capability and competency. Strengthening the faculty 

exuberance in key domains of teaching, assessing, research and professionalism may lead to 

significant improvement in the academic performance of learners.  

 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required:  

 

While such sessions remain advantageous for the faculty members but certain constraints that 

are encountered while conducting such sessions are as follows: 

1. To secure free time from academic practices for smooth conduct of such kind of sessions. 

2. To have experienced and qualified presenters, who may present the enriching sessions in an 

interesting way. 

 

Step 1: The faculties from various departments are informed about their presentations for 

these sessions on alternative Saturdays, when the institution is working. 

 

Step 2:  A meeting is conducted with the concerned faculty to decide the topic as per the 

faculty‟s expertise. 

 

Step 3: The faculty prepares the presentation keeping in mind the needs of the academicians. 

 

Step 4: The session is conducted and an ample time is given to interactive session, so that the 

faculties may gain clarity on the respective topic. 

 

 

 


